KIT contains:
1 Eterna Design 30mm Frame, SP
1 Eterna Design 19.5mm Frame, SP
1 strand Honeycombs, Jet
8g mini duos, Jet Silver Pastel Matte
9g Kheops par Puca, Jet Brown Iris
1 bag 600 pc True2mm Fire Polished, Jet
24g 11/0 seed beads, dark bronze Fireline
#12 beading needles

Also needed:
Scissors
Cord and clasp of choice

TIPS:
Check all holes in any multi-holed beads to make sure all holes are clear before using. Discard beads with closed holes or save to use as an embellishment.

Check all holes in frames to make sure they are clear. Use a straight pin to clear any holes which may appear obstructed.

LARGE FRAME- FIG 1-4

FIG 1

1. On a 12-in piece of thread string a mini duo and a True2mm eight times. Knot into a ring. Weave in the thread and trim; weave in the tail and trim (FIG 1a).

2. On a new 12-in piece of thread string a honeycomb leaving a 4-in tail. Sew through the open hole of a mini duo. Repeat to add a honeycomb between each mini duo. Keep the honeycomb open holes facing outward. Weave in the thread and trim; weave in the tail and trim (FIG 1b).
3. String a stopper 11/0 bead on a 36-in piece of thread, leaving a 5-in tail. Sew through one honeycomb outer hole (a). String one 11/0. Position the piece inside the large frame, and sew out through any hole (b). *(Stitched holes are shown in white in the illustrations.)*

4. String two 11s and a kheops through a single hole, with the point facing the frame (c). The inner 11 should partially nestle inside the channel of the frame.

String an 11, a True2 and an 11 to sit across the double holed outer side of the kheops, and sew through the other kheops hole. Skip two holes in the frame and sew through the next one towards the inner honeycombs.

5. String an 11 and sew through the next honeycomb. String an 11, skip two holes in the frame and sew out.

6. Repeat to add the kheops sets around the frame. Make sure to snug each set against the frame. If you find you have ended up with one too few holes, just skip one hole beneath the last kheops, leaving two holes between kheops on the frame.

7. Remove the stopper bead (which should be within the frame) and string on your needle. Knot the working thread and tail between the 11 and the honeycomb. Exit through the honeycomb and 11, through the frame, and two 11s next to the kheops (d). String the tail on a needle, weave in, and trim.
8. String an 11 and a mini (a) Sew into the frame through the next open hole (b). Sew out of the frame through the next hole. Sew through the open mini hole. String an 11 (c). Sew down through the next set of two 11s and the frame hole. Skip two frame holes and sew out through the next hole, and through two 11s.

9. Repeat to add new 11s and minis around the frame between kheops. Exit the last pair of 11s next to the kheops.

10. Sew through the 11 on top of the mini duo hole. String one honeycomb. Sew through the 11 over the other mini duo hole, through the next pair of 11s and the hole in the frame. **NOTE:** Do not sew through the 11s inside the frame. Keep your thread close to the frame itself.
11. Skip two holes in the frame and sew out through the frame, the pair of 11s, and the 11 over the mini duo hole.

12. Repeat to add honeycombs around the frame. Complete the round by sewing through the last pair of 11s next to a kheops, through the frame hole. Sew through the 11, honeycomb and 11 inside the frame. Sew out through the frame. Sew through the beadwork to secure the thread, and trim. Set aside.

**SMALL FRAME**

**FIG 5**

13. Remember to check all holes in the beads. On a 12-in piece of thread string one True2mm and one mini duo eight times. (Check all holes in the beads.) Knot in a ring, weave in ends, and trim.

14. String a stopper bead on a 36-in piece of thread leaving a 5-in tail. Sew through one mini duo. String an 11 (a) and sew through one hole in the frame from inside out, so your ring sits inside the frame.

15. String an 11, a honeycomb and an 11(Fig 5 b-c). Skip a frame hole and sew through the next. String an 11, sew through an inner ring mini duo, string an 11. Skip a frame hole and sew out through the next. String an 11(d).
FIG 6
16. String a mini duo and sew in reverse direction through the third 11 strung in Figure 5. Sew through the stitched frame hole, the 11, mini, 11 inside the frame. Sew out through the stitched hole.

FIG 7
17. Continue to add honeycombs, 11s, and mini duos around the ring. Make sure to pull beads snug—the duos will fit slightly into the channel around the outside of the frame. After adding the last mini duo, sew through so your working thread meets the stopper bead and tail.

18. Remove the stopper bead. Thread another needle on the tail and string an 11; the tail should meet the working thread between the new 11 and the frame. Knot the threads and weave in the tail to secure. Trim.

19. With the working thread exit through the frame and the first 11 next to the first honeycomb (a). Sew through the mini duo last added, reverse direction, and sew through the outer hole of that mini duo.
EDGING

FIG 8

20. String two 11s and sew through the outer honeycomb hole. String two 11s and sew through the next mini duo. Repeat around the frame to add the pairs of 11s between the mini duos and the honeycombs. Exit the first mini duo and pair of 11s.

BAIL

FIG 9

21. String an 11 and a mini duo ten times, or as many as desired for the size of your bail loop. String one more 11. Sew through the pair of 11s exited, through the mini duo and the pair of 11s on the other side of the duo.

22. String an 11, sew through the open hole of the next mini duo. Repeat to add 11s between each duo, and string one more 11.
23. Sew back into the pair of 11s exited in Step 21, through the mini duo and other pair of 11s.

FIG 10

24. Repeat the thread path again through both sides of the bail, weave in the thread, and trim.

JOIN COMPONENTS
FIG 11

25. String a stopper bead on a new 18-in piece of thread. On the small component sew through the mini duo and pair of 11s directly opposite the duo used for the join section. String an 11 and a mini duo ten or more times as needed for desired opening size of the bail loop, and one last 11. Sew through the last 11 exited in the beginning of this step. Sew through.

26. Align the small component over one of the kheops in the large component. Exiting the pair of 11s in the small component, string an 11, a kheops through a single hole, and an 11. Sew through the 11 on top of the kheops in the large component, the kheops, the pair of 11s next to the kheops, and into the large frame (a-b).
27. Skip two holes in the large frame and sew through the next hole, through two 11s, the kheops, and the 11 on top of the kheops (b-c).

28. String an 11, sew through the open hole in the newly added kheops, string an 11 (c-d.) Sew through the pair of 11s in the small component. Repeat the thread path again, making a small hitch when the tail and working thread meet. Weave in end to secure and trim.

String on your cord of choice, and enjoy the admiration!